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Introduction

➢ Potato is the third most important global food crop [1] and yet breeders face

a number of challenges in their attempts to develop new varieties to

improve the yield [2].

➢ The cultivated potato (Solanum tuberosum) is a “tetraploid” (four

homologous sets of chromosomes) and is usually propagated via tubers to

produce a high yield [3]. The extra pair/s of chromosomes and asexual

reproduction has challenged the breeders to develop different varieties.

➢ In contrast, tomatoes (Solanum lycopersicum) that are diploid (single pair of

chromosomes) and are grown effectively from seeds.

➢ The CRISPR/Cas9 system has been widely used to precisely edit plant

genomes. Plant genetic transformation heavily relies on the Agrobacterium

tumefaciens (soil borne bacteria) as a powerful tool to deliver genes of

interest into a host plant.

Methodology

Results

➢ About 90% of nodal segments from glasshouse raised plants subjected to the

regeneration trials resulted in a sterile genetic stock of plantlets that were micro-

propagated using a combination of plant growth hormones (3 mg/L BAP (6-

Benzylaminopurine), 2 mg/L NAA (1-Naphthaleneacetic acid) and 10mM Kinetin).

These micropropagation experiments are novel findings for Solanum okadae.

➢ Guide RNA targeting S-RNase gene to be knocked out was designed manually and

introduced into two CRISPR-Cas9 vectors with different promoter systems. The

introduction of guide RNA in the vector was confirmed by Sanger sequencing.

➢ Two different strains of Agrobacterium tumefaciens, well known to transform potato

plants were transformed using previously constructed CRISPR-Cas9 vectors via

electroporation.

➢ Plant transformation was initiated and subculturing was done every seven days on

selective medium with appropriate antibiotics to kill unwanted bacteria and non

transformed plant cells.

➢ After successful plant transformation, the S-RNase region of potential transgenic

plants will be sequenced to check for any mutations and the supposed transgenic

plants will be subjected to phenotypic assay where a self pollination resulting in fruit

formation will confirm the gene knockout.

➢The benefits of producing diploid inbred lines is that the breeders can improve current

lines by adding different traits from wild diploid species.

➢We can now consider developing some of our potatoes as true breeding seed stock

(plants whose seed will yield the same type of plant as the original plant) since we

potentially can more rapidly and easily produce a large number of true seeds.

Future work 
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Aim

❖The potential re-domestication (domestication via selective breeding or gene editing) of potato

into an inbred line-based crop, propagated by seed presents a unique strategy to overcome the

difficulties in developing new varieties. However, self-incompatibility (the inability to be self-

fertilised) significantly impedes the development of inbred lines.

❖To address this problem, we have taken an approach that involves targeted mutagenesis of

pistil-specific self-incompatibility gene (S-RNase) of Solanum okadae, a ‘diploid’ species of

potato using CRISPR/Cas9 system and Agrobacterium mediated gene transformation.

Figure 1: Results of self and cross pollination in self incompatible plant 
(Solanum okadae).

Figure 2: (a.) In vitro raised  plantlets of Solanum okadae to be used as genetic stock and explant 

material. (b.) CRISPR-Cas9 vector harbouring gRNA targeting hypervariable region within S-RNase 

gene to be knocked out in our plants. (c.) Transformed Agrobacterium tumefaciens colonies to be 

used as a vehicle to transfer CRISPR-Cas9 vector into the plant.        (d.) Plantlets emerging from 

infected nodal segments on selection media after 2 weeks.


